Abstract. The group GL2 over a local field with (residue) characteristic 2 possesses much more smooth supercuspidal -adic representations, than over a local field of residue characteristic ą 2. One way to construct these representations is via the theory of types of BushnellKutzko. We construct many of them in the cohomology of certain extended affine DeligneLusztig varieties attached to GL2 and wildly ramified maximal tori in it. Then we compare our construction with the type-theoretic one. The corresponding extended affine Deligne-Lusztig varieties were introduced in a preceding article. Also in the present case they turn out to be zero-dimensional.
Introduction
This note is a follow-up of the two previous papers [Iva16, Iva17] studying coverings of extended affine Deligne-Lusztig varieties for GL 2 over a local field (of equal characteristic). Here we analyze representations of G " GL 2 over a local field F of characteristic 2 attached to a wildly ramified torus. Fix a wildly ramified Galois extension E{F of degree 2 and relative discriminant d E{F " p d`1 F , and an embedding Res E{F G m ãÑ G. On F -points this induces an embedding ι : EˆãÑ GpF q. Each maximal minisotorpic wildly ramified torus of G comes via such an embedding and each two embeddings attached to the same extension E are conjugate by GpF q, so the various E parametrize the GpF q-conjugacy classes of maximal minisotorpic wildly ramified tori in G.
We study the attached extended affine Deligne-Lusztig varieties as defined in [Iva17] . They turn out to be zero-dimensional. Our main result is that all (admissible, smooth and irreducible) minimal supercuspidal representations π of GL 2 pF q of arbitrary deep normalized level pπq, attached to ιpEˆq Ď GpF q through the theory of types of Bushnell-Kutzko (see [BH06] ), satisfying 2 pπq ě 3d, occur in the cohomology of these coverings. The condition 2 pπq ą 3d forces those representations to be ordinary, i.e., they lie in the image of the imprimitive Langlandscorrespondence ( [BH06] §44.1). This simply means that the corresponding representation of the Weil group is induced from the Weil group of a degree two (wildly ramified) extension. Conversely, a big portion of the (minimal) ordinary representations does satisfy the condition pπq ą 3d ( [BH06] §45.2 Theorem).
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Automorphic induction from wild tori in GL 2
In this section we assume that F has characteristic 2 and put G " GL 2 .
2.1. Notations and preliminaries. We need to fix more notation. For a local non-archimedean field field L, denote by O L its integers, by p L its maximal ideal, U L " OL , by U m L the m-units of L, and by ord L its valuation, normalized such that that it takes value 1 on an uniformizer. For integers a ă b, we introduce a shortcut notation: 2.1.1. Arithmetical data. We let F be a local non-archimedean field of characteristic 2 with residue field k " F q . We let E be a totally (wildly) ramified extension of F of degree 2 and discriminant p d`1 F for some d ą 0 odd. By Artin-Schreier theory, we may choose uniformizers resp. π of F resp. E, such that π satisfies the minimal equation over F , π 2`∆ π` " 0, for some ∆ P F with ord F p∆q "
2 . Concretely, we have F " kpp qq, O F " k , E " kppπqq, O E " k π .
We denote by N E{F : EˆÑ Fˆresp. by tr E{F : E Ñ F the norm resp. the trace map of E{F . We denote the maps induced by tr E{F on subquotients of O E and O F again by tr E{F . We let τ be the unique non-trivial element of the Galois group of E{F . We have tr E{F pπq " τ pπq`π " ∆ and N E{F pπq " πτ pπq " .
E . For convenience we will write ε " 1`π d ε 0 with ε 0 P U E . Clearly, ε 0 " π´p d`1q ∆.
2.1.2.
Group-theoretical data. We set G " GL 2 throughout this section. We denote by Z the center of G, by T the (split) diagonal torus and by W the Weyl group of G, T . Further, Ă W " X˚pT q¸W denotes the extended affine Weyl group and W aff Ď Ă W the affine Weyl group. The latter is a Coxeter group and we denote by p¨q the length function on it.
Consider the embedding of F -algebras ι : E ãÑ Mat 2ˆ2 pF q, π Þ Ñˆ∆ 1 0Ẇ
e denote again by ι its restriction to the embedding ι : EˆãÑ GpF q. Its image are the F -points of a maximal minisotropic torus of G, which is split by E.
2.1.3. Properties of trace and norm. We will make use of the following well-known facts:
Lemma 2.1.
(i) [ [BH06] 41.2] Let k P Z. We have tr E{F pp k E q " p F , where " t
As ε " 1 mod p d E , part (i) of the lemma shows that py`ε k τ pyqq " 0 mod p d E . If k " 0, we may write x " x 0 p1`π n yq with x 0 P k and some n ą 0 and y P O E , and then apply the already proven case k ą 0. This shows the second statement of (ii). If x P Eˆ, we may write x " π v x 0 with x 0 P U E and v P Z and thus x´1τ pxq " ε v x´1 0 τ px 0 q. Now the first statement of (ii) follows from the second.
2.1.4. Bruhat-Tits buildings. For L " F or L " E, we denote by B L the Bruhat-Tits building of G over L and by A L Ď B L the apartment of T . There is a natural τ -action on B E . Moreover, there is a natural embedding ι : B F ãÑ B E in the sense of [Rou77] Definition 2.5.1. We identify B F and ιpB F q as sets but regard ιpB F q provided with the structure of a sub-simplicial complex of B E . As E{F is ramified, each alcove of B F contains exactly two alcoves of ιpB F q. In particular, we observe that there is a bijection (2.1) palcoves of B F q 1:1 Ø pvertices of ιpB F q, which are not vertices of B F q
As the ramification of E{F is wild, we have ιpB F q Ĺ B xτ y E , due to the occurrence of the so-called barbs.
We have A E " A F as sets, and each alcove of A F contains exactly two alcoves of A E . Fix a base alcove a 0 in A E and let I E Ď GpEq be its stabilizer. It is an Iwahori subgroup of GpEq. Further, we have the corresponding Iwahori subgroup I F :" I E X GpF q of GpF q. The alcove a 0 has precisely one vertex, which is also a vertex of an alcove of A F . This is a hyperspecial vertex in B E and we specify the splitting Ă W " X˚pT q¸W as being attached to this point. We denote by P 1{2 the vertex of a 0 , which is not a vertex of B F .
2.1.5. Root subgroups. Let Φ " t`,´u be the set of roots of T in G,`(resp.´) being the root contained in the upper (resp. lower) triangular Borel subgroup. We may regard 0 as a root, with root subgroup T p-G 2 m q. For˚P Φ Y t0u, denote by e˚: U˚Ñ G the embedding of the root subgroup. Thus for a P E, we have e`paq "ˆ1 a 0 1˙, e 0 pc, dq "
2.1.6. Level subgroups. For n ě 0 and L " F or L " E define the normal subgroups
(we choose a 0 in Section 2.1.4 such that I E has this form). This coincides with the notation in [BH06] . In particular, for m ě 0,
.1.7. Vertex of departure. Let C Ď B E be a connected non-empty subcomplex. Let C be an alcove of B E , which is not contained in C . There is a unique gallery Γ " pC 0 , C 1 , . . . , C d q of minimal length d, such that C 0 " C and C d is not contained in C , but has a (unique) vertex contained in C . This vertex is called the vertex of departure of C from C (as in [Reu02] ). We define the distance C from C to be the integer distpC; C q :" d`1. For C in C , we define the distance distpC; C q to be zero.
Barbs in B E .
Proposition 2.2. The subcomplex B xτ y E is equal to the closure of the union of all alcoves of B E with distance ď d to ιpB F q.
Proof. We have B F Ď B E . Let D be an alcove in B E , not contained in B F . Let departpD; ιpB Fbe the vertex of departure of D from ιpB F q. We claim that the vertex departpD; ιpB Fof ιpB F q is not a vertex of B F . Indeed, let a vertex P of B F be given. The number of all alcoves of ιpB F q having P as a vertex is exactly q`1 and the same is true for the number of alcoves of B F , having P as a vertex. Thus any alcove of ιpB F q which has P as a vertex, is necessarily contained in an alcove of B F , which shows our claim.
We have to show that an alcove D in B E , which does not lie in ιpB F q, lies in B xτ y E if and only if its distance to ιpB F q is ď d. Using (2.1), the transitive action of GpF q on alcoves of B F and the above claim, we may assume that departpD; ιpB Fis P 1{2 . Let v P W aff be such that Recalling that d is odd, we see that this is equivalent to pvq ď d. Finally, note that the distance from D to ιpB F q is precisely pvq. This finishes the proof.
2.2. Extended affine Deligne-Lusztig varieties. LetȆ denote the completion of the maximal unramified extension of E, and let Σ Ď GalpȆ{F q be a finite set of generators of the Galois group, e.g. the set of all Frobenius lifts. In [Iva17] an extended affine Deligne-Lusztig variety attached to G over F and a minisotropic torus split over E was defined (in level J Ď GpȆq) as a locally closed subset of GpȆq{J cut out by Deligne-Lusztig-type conditions, one for each generator γ P Σ. For G " GL 2 and E{F tamely ramified quadratic extension, it turned out that one could equally define them in GpEq{J X GpEq just by one Deligne-Lusztig condition attached to the non-trivial element of GalpE{F q (see Remark 3.11(i) of [Iva17] ) and we conjecture that a similar fact is true whenever S is split over a totally ramified Galois extension. At least in the present article we can and will omit the passage to the maximal unramified extensionȆ{E. More precisely, we will work the following variant of [Iva17] Definition 2.1, which only makes sense for totally ramified extensions.
Definition 2.3. For J Ď I E , 9 w P GpEq, the corresponding extended affine Deligne-Lusztig variety attached to b P GpEq of level J is (2.2) X J 9
w pbq :" tgJ P GpEq{J : g´1bτ pgq P J 9 wJu Ď GpEq{J.
Let J b pF q denote the τ -stabilizer of b in GpEq. If J Ď I E is normal and w P Ă W , the group ZpEqI E {J act by τ -conjugation on tJ 9 wJ : 9 w P I E wI E u. Let r Γ " r Γ 9 w Ď ZpEqI E {J denote the σ-stabilizer of the double coset J 9 wJ (in the general situation, the group Γ was introduced in [Iva17] Section 2.2.3). There is a natural action of J b pF qˆr Γ 9 w on X J 9 v´1e´paqe´pτ paqqτ p 9 vq " e´pπ n R´1q 9 we 0 pε
Using it we compute for x P C m v with coordinates a, C, D, B, x´1τ pxq " e 0 pC´1, D´1qe´pBq 9 v´1e´paqe´pτ paqqτ p 9 vqe´pτ pBqqe 0 pτ pCq, τ pDqq " e 0 pC´1, D´1qe´pB`π n R´1q 9 w . . .
where we write " to indicate that two elements belong to the same I
is equivalent to the three conditions Bπ n R´1 " 0, ε d`1 2 R´1D´1τ pCq " 1 and ε´d`1 2 RC´1τ pDq " 1. The proposition follows.
Recall the embedding ι from Section 2.1.2.
Corollary 2.6. The smallest r Γ-stable subscheme r X m 9 w p1q P 1{2 of X m 9 w p1q, containing X m 9 w p1q P 1{2 is ιpEqˆI F -stable. There is a GpF q-and r Γ-equivariant isomorphism
Proof. As X m 9 w p1q P 1{2 is I F -stable and the left and right actions commute, it is clear that r X m and r P O E {p m E , write
Lemma 2.8. Let 9 w be as in (2.3). We have
and Γ is the subgroup given by the condition t P U E .
Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation with 2ˆ2-matrices.
Now we study r Γ under the assumptions m ď 2n`d´1 and 2n ą d. The first assumption is justified by considerations in Section 2.7. The second assumption makes the structure of r Γ more simple. For x an element of a subquotient of E, we denote the scalar 2ˆ2-matrix with diagonal entries equal x, again by x. For elements x, y of a group, we write rx, ys :" xyx´1y´1 for their commutator.
We have P´1 r " τ pP r q " P r " 1`ε n π 2n r 2 and P r P u " P r`u .
(ii) We have ip1, rq " P rˆ1 r ε n π 2n r 1˙, ip1, rq´1 "ˆ1 r ε n π 2n r 1˙.
(iii) The elements ip1, rq, ip1, uq of Γ commute.
(iv) The commutator of ipt, 0q and ip1, rq is ript, 0q, ip1, rqs "ˆ1 p1`tτ ptq´1qr 0 1˙.
Proof. (i):
We have P 2 r " 1 because 4n ě m`1 by assumptions, whence P´1 r " P r . Obviously, we also have τ pP r q " P r . Finally, Lemma 2.1(i) gives r " τ prq mod p d E . Hence by assumption m ď 2n`d´1, we have P r " 1`ε n π 2n r 2 . Now,
where we used once again that 4n ě m`1. This shows (i). Part (ii) is an immediate computation using (i).
(iii): We compute rip1, rq, ip1, uqs " P r P uˆ1`ε n π 2n ru r`u ε n π 2n pr`uq 1`ε n π 2n ru˙2
where the first equation uses (ii), and the rest follows by applying (i) and 4n ě m`1.
(iv): Using the assumptions, the already proven parts of the lemma and Lemma 2.1(ii), we compute ript, 0q, ip1, rqs " P rˆ1 tτ ptq´1r t´1τ ptqε n π 2n r 1˙ˆ1 r ε n π 2n r 1"
p1`tτ ptq´1qr 0 1˙.
Proposition 2.10. Assume m ď 2n`d´1 and 2n ą d.
(i) The commutator subgroup of r Γ is Γ 1 . The elements of r Γ{Γ 1 are all of the form
where r is any lift ofr to O E {p m E and Pr :" P r is a well-defined element of
denote the subgroup of the diagonal matrices.
(ii) There is an isomorphism p r
There is an exact sequence of abelian groups
where the right map is given by ipt,rq Þ Ñr.
Proof. Note that ipt, rq " ip1, rqipt, 0q. Hence Γ is generated by all elements of the form ipt, 0q and ip1, rq. Thus (i) follows from the commutator formulae in Lemma 2.9 along with Lemma 2.1(ii) (and the obvious fact that ript, 0q, ipt 1 , 0qs " 1). Part (ii) of the lemma is immediate.
(iii): We compute in r Γ{Γ 1 , ip1,rqip1,ūqip1,r`ūq´1 " P r P uˆ1`π 2n ru r`u π 2n pr`uq 1`π 2n ru˙ˆ1 r`u π 2n pr`uq 1"
where we used several times that 2n ě d. We thus have
where the second equality follows from commutativity of r Γ{Γ 1 , which was shown in part (i), and the third equality follows from the computation above. This finishes the proof of (iii).
(iv): It is enough to check that the map α : r Γ{Γ 1 Ñ O E {p d E given by αpipt,rqq "r is a homomorphism. Indeed, α sends the neutral element ip1, 0q P r Γ{Γ 1 to the neutral element 0 P O E {p d E , and by part (iii), α respects the group laws.
For a group A, let A _ denote the Qˆ -valued characters of A. Proposition 2.10 immediately implies:
Corollary 2.11. We have r Γ _ " p r Γ{Γ 1 q _ . Further, there is an exact sequence
2.6. An "exotic" isomorphism. Let m ď 2n`d´1 and 2n ą d. Consider the push-out in the category of abelian groups,
we have (using Proposition 2.10(iii))
Using the assumptions (which in particular allow to kill ε in all terms containing π 2n ) one easily computes, t x t y p1`π 2nr xry q " t x`y . A further simple calculations involving the assumptions showsr x`ry "r x`y . This finishes the proof of the lemma.
2.7. A numerical consideration. The varieties X m 9 w p1q depend on two parameters, the element 9 w and the level m. The essential part of the choice of 9 w is given by the choice of its image w in Ă W . To guarantee that X w p1q is non-empty we should choose w P W aff Ď Ă W with pwq " 2n´1 odd, with some n ě 1 (or w " 1, which is the 'boring' case, giving principal series representations). Now w is essentially characterized by its length, hence by the integer n, and we are left with the following question.
Question 2.15. How to choose m, n such that if w is of length pwq " 2n´1, the representation R χ " H 0 c pX m 9 w p1q, Q qrχs is an irreducible supercuspidal GpF q-representation for each (sufficiently generic) character χ of r Γ?
The same situation as described in Section 2.3 was studied in [Iva17] for G " GL 2 over F with char F ą 2 and a totally (tamely) ramified torus in G. To motivate what is coming, let us recall this case first. Therefore, assume for a second that char F ą 2 and let E{F be a totally tamely ramified extension of degree 2. What is said in Section 2.3 about the decomposition of X w p1q and X m 9 w p1q in a disjoint union of finite sets is also true in this situation. With n as above, the cardinality of X w p1q P 1{2 is just pq´1qq n´1 . If we for a second believe in some equidistribution of the representations R χ in the cohomology of X m 9 w p1q, we should have dim Ξ χ " 7X w p1q P 1{2 " pq´1qq n´1 .
On the other side, the group r Γ has a natural quotient Eˆ{U m`1 E . Let χ be the inflation to r Γ of a minimal character of Eˆof level m (this forces m to be odd). Then the corresponding (by Langlands-correspondence) GpF q-representation will have level m 2 . As we expect R χ to be (up to a rectifier term) this corresponding representation, [BH06] 27.6 Lemma gives a formula for the dimension of
2 . Comparing the two formulas for the dimension of Ξ χ , we deduce m " 2n´1, which gives the right hint how to choose w and m, such that R χ is indeed irreducible (cf. [Iva17] , Section 4.2). Now we come back to the situation in the present article and apply similar considerations. Proposition 2.4 says that 7X w p1q " pq´1qq n`d´1 , thus we may expect
On the other side, granted some nice relation between r Γ and Eˆ(which will be studied in Section 2.5), let us assume that χ is a character of r Γ, which corresponds to a minimal character of Eˆ. This character has level m ě d, and as we want to deal with ramified representations, we may assume that m ą d, and hence automatically, that m is even (see [BH06] §41.4). The GpF q-representation corresponding to this minimal character via Langlands will be of level
and hence by [BH06] 27.6 Lemma we expect
A comparison of these two formulae suggests to choose w such that m " 2n`d´1, which turns out to be a good choice. We will apply it in Section 3.
3. Representations of GL 2 pF q in the wildly ramified case
We continue to work with notation from Section 2. In particular, G " GL 2 and F has characteristic 2. All characters and representations considered in this section have coefficients in Q .
3.1. Preliminaries. We use the following standard notation and terminology from [BH06] . For a Qˆ -valued character φ of Fˆ, φ E :" φ˝N E{F the corresponding character of Eˆand by φ G :" φ˝det the corresponding character of GpF q. The level pχq of a multiplicative character χ of E is the smallest integer m ě 0, such that χ is trivial on U By [BH06] §41.4 Proposition, the representation Ind E{F ξ (the induction to the Weil group of F from the Weil group of E of the character induced on it by ξ via class field theory) is unramified if pξq " d. As we want construct ramified representations, and as d is always odd (as we are in the equal characteristic case!) only those ξ for which pξq ą d is even are interesting for us.
3.2. Definition of Rθ. Let m ą d be an even integer and let θ be a character of Eˆof level m (thus minimal). Define n ě 1 by m " 2n`d´1
(this is justified by Section 2.7). We will assume that 2n ą d in the following. This restriction is given by Section 2.5 and by the fact that it significantly simplifies the trace computations below. For these given n and m, let 9 w be as in (2.3). We then have the corresponding group r Γ, studied in Section 2.5 and the variety X m 9 w p1q. By Corollary 2.11 and Proposition 2.10(i) w p1q, Q qr r θs.
We will show that GpF q-representations are smooth irreducible and supercuspidal. Moreover, they turn out to be ordinary in the sense of [BH06] §44.1 Definition, that is the corresponding (under Langlands) Galois-representation is induced from an index 2 subgroup of the Weil group of F (cf.
[BH06] §41.3).
It is highly interesting to perform the calculations below (possibly in some simplified way, which makes the traces more accessible), to determine what happens beyond the case 2n ą d, and in particular, whether also the exceptional (i.e., not ordinary) representations of GpF q are realized by X m 9 w p1q (with m ă 3d).
3.3. Group actions. For g P GpF q, we always write g "ˆg 1 g 2 g 3 g 4˙.
We fix a point x " xpa, Cq P X m 9 w p1q P 1{2 with coordinates a P pp E {p
(cf. Proposition 2.5). We compute the action of I F and Γ on the coordinates of x. Moreover, for h P ιpEˆqI F with ord F pdetphqq " r, we will see that h.X m 9 w p1q P 1{2 " X m 9 w p1q P 1{2 .ipπ r , 0q r ; therefore,
is an automorphism of X m 9 w p1q P 1{2 . We will also determine β h in terms of the coordinates.
Proposition 3.2. Let x " xpa, Cq be a point on X m 9 w p1q P 1{2 with coordinates a P pp E {p
(i) Let g P I F . The action of g on the coordinates a, C of x is given by
(ii) Let ipt, rq P Γ. The action of ipt, rq on the coordinates a, C of x is given by
(iii) Let g P I F . The action of β gιpπq on the coordinates a, C of x is given by
Proof. Up to a change of coordinates this is shown in [Iva17] Propositions 5.1 and 5.4. Part (iii) follows by combining part (i) with Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.3. The action of β ιpπq on the coordinates a, C of x is given by
Proof. In the following computations,˚denotes irrelevant terms in an expression. An auxiliary computation shows:
is a finite-dimensional Q -vector space. Let g P ιpEˆqI F . Note that β g (introduced in Section 3.3) induces an automorphism βg of V r θ . We write
This is a well-defined element of O E {p m . Further, for a P pp E {p n`d`m`1 E q˚, we write
which depends on g and a, but not on C.
Proposition 3.5. Let g P ιpEˆqI F . Then
where ipt a ,r a q P Γ{Γ 1 is given bȳ
with R as in Proposition 2.5.
Proof. As ιpπ, 0q acts in V where S g,ipt,rq denote the set of all x P X m 9 w p1q P 1{2 , such that β g pxq " x.ipt, rq. According to Proposition 3.2(ii) the set S g,ipt,rq is equal to the set of all solutions in the variables a P pp E {p
Any solution must satisfy a P A g , so we may assume this. The first equation may thus be rewritten as (3.6) r " τ pCqC´1R´1hpg, aqH mod p m E . Inserting (3.6) and (3.2) alternatingly into (3.2) and iterating this process (use that n ą 0), we may rewrite (3.2) as (3.7)
H´1 " 1`π n hpg, aqR´1 mod p
Inserting this into (3.5) (we use (3.6) instead of the first equation of (3.5)), we get rid of H, and our equations get equivalent to
Now consider the equations (3.9)r " R´1hpg, aqp1`π n hpg, aqR´1q´1 mod p
obtained from (3.8) by reducing the first equation modulo p d E (and using Lemma 2.1(ii)). These equations are attached to an element ipt,rq P Γ{Γ 1 . The set of all solutions in a P A g , C P U E {U m`1 E of (3.9) is equal to the union of sets S g,ipt,rq for ipt, rq varying over all preimages of ipt,rq in Γ. As r θ factors through Γ{Γ 1 , and as (3.9) does not depend on C, we deduce
where S ipt,rq is the set of solutions in the variable a P A g of the equations (3.9) (the variable C being eliminated). Now the proposition follows, as (by looking at equations (3.9)) each a P A g produces exactly one element ipt a ,r a q, such that S ipta,raq " tau. is non-trivial. For convenience, we introduce the following notation
Proposition 3.7. Let g " e´puq P I F with u P p F . Then
Proof. We apply Proposition 3.5 and use the notations from there. First we show the following simple lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Let g " e´puq P I F with u P p F . Then the following are equivalent
If these conditions hold and if we write u "
Proof. We have g.a " a`u, i.e. A g ‰ H ô u " 0 mod p
q˚. The last statement is clear by definition of hpg, aq.
We continue with the proof of Proposition 3.7. If ord F puq ă t n`1 2 u`d`1 2 , then A g " H by Lemma 3.8 and the statement is immediate. Thus we may assume ord F puq " t n`1 2 u`d`1 2`α with α ě 0, and in particular,
Assume that α ě t n 2 u`d`1 2 (i.e., ord F puq ě n`d`1). Then δ`2α ě n`d`1, and applying Lemma 3.8 shows that for each a P A g , t a " 1 P U E {U m`1 E andr a " 0 P O E {p d , which shows that a Þ Ñ ipt a ,r a q is the constant map sending all of A g to the neutral element ip1, 0q P Γ{Γ 1 . As 7A g " pq´1qq n`d`m´1 , the statement follows also in this case.
It remains to deal with the case 0 ď α ď t n 2 u`d`1 2´1 . Set
Lemma 3.9. The assignment a Þ Ñ hpg, aqR´1 induces a map
with all fibers of cardinality q
Proof. Applying Lemma 2.1(i) several times shows that the trace of E{F composed with multiplication by ´d`1 2 induces a surjective map
which is the restriction of a homomorphism on the same spaces without˚'s. In particular, all fibers have the same cardinality, equal to q and then inverting, we obtain the map (induced by) a Þ Ñ R´1 "
with (non-empty) fibers still of cardinality q
u . (Note that the map a Þ Ñ R´1 is neither additive, nor multiplicative). Observe that
Multiplication by ε t n`1 2 u`d`1 2`α u 0 maps this subgroup isomorphically onto
, preserving the˚-subsets. Now, multiplication by π δ`2α maps this surjectively onto
E , preserving the˚-subspaces. Moreover, the fibers all have cardinality q α (being equal to the cardinality of the multiplication-by-π δ`2α map O F {p
. Putting all this together, we see that a Þ Ñ R´1hpg, aq in fact induces a maṕ
whose fibers all have the same cardinality, equal to q
u`α . This finishes the proof of the lemma.
Using Lemma 3.9 we may replace a in the formulae in Proposition 3.5 by x :" R´1hpg, aq. More precisely, we have
where ipt x ,r x q P Γ{Γ 1 is given bȳ
Define r θ 1 on B α by setting r θ 1 pxq :" r θpipt x ,r x qq. By Lemma 2.14, r θ 1 is a character of B α . Moreover, r θ 1 is non-trivial: indeed, B α contains B t
(the condition τ pxq " ε´nx gets empty here) and when x " π n`d´1 x 0 runs through B t
" p r Γ{Γ 1 q diag , and by assumption, r θ is non-trivial there.
We thus have trpg; Ξ χ q " q n`d´t
For α ě 1, let N α be the subgroup of I F consisting of all lower triangular matrices with 1's on the main diagonal, such that the lower entry has valuation ě α. Let B be the Borel subgroup of lower triangular matrices of G. 3.6. Wild cuspidal types. Here we briefly recall the method of [BH06] to produce smooth irreducible cuspidal Q -representations of GpF q from certain characters of open subgroups of GpF q, which are compact modulo center. For definitions and general results on cuspidal types (for G " GL 2 ) we refer to [BH06] . We concentrate on the special case when the residue characteristic of F is 2. Let I F be the O F -subalgebra of M :" Mat 2ˆ2 pF q with filtration by I r F given by
hen IF " I F and I r F " 1`I r F for r ě 1. Fix once for all a Qˆ -valued character ψ of F of level 1 (i.e., trivial on p F , non-trivial on O F ). Let ψ M :" ψ˝tr M , where tr M is the trace. Analogously, put ψ E :" ψ˝tr E{F . Note that for integers k ď r, ι :
Lemma 3.12.
(i) ( [BH06] 12.5 Proposition) Let 0 ď k ă r ď 2k`1 be integers. There is an isomorphism
where ψ E,a denotes the function x Þ Ñ ψ E papx´1qq. (iii) Let k, r be positive integers satisfying k`d ă r ď 2k`d`1. Then there is a commutative diagram
q _ where the two horizontal isomorphisms are from parts (i) and (ii) of the lemma and all other maps are either induced by ι or by the natural projections.
Proof. Part (ii) is immediate (the shift by d coming from the discriminant of E{F ). Part (iii) is immediate from (i) and (ii) and tr E{F " tr M˝ι .
We abuse the notation ψ E,α , by using it for both, the (additive) character of a subquotient of O E and the (multiplicative) character of a subquotient of U E . It will be always clear from the context, which character is meant.
The following construction uses Lemma 3.12(iii) with r " m and k " n´1. To give a cuspidal type pJ F , ιpEˆqI
, and such that the restriction of Λ to ιpEˆq is the character θ˝ι´1, is the same as to give an element α P p´p
(by Lemma 3.12(iii)) is equal to the restriction of θ to this subgroup, that is (3.10) ψ E,α pxq " θp1`xq for all x P p
The following lemma is immediate.
Lemma 3.13. Let θ, ψ, α be as above, satisfying (3.10). There is a unique character of the group Π from (2.7), whose restriction to Eˆ{U
Definition 3.14. We set ‚ Λ θ,ψ,α :" the character of ιpEˆqI n`d F corresponding to ψ, α and θ as above,
‚ pθ, ψ E,α q :" the character of Π attached to θ, ψ, α by Lemma 3.13. 3.7. Relation between geometric and type-theoretical constructions. By Lemma 3.12(iii) there are precisely q d elements α P p´p m`dq E {p´p n`d´1q E satisfying (3.10), each giving rise to the cuspidal inducing datum pJ F , Ind ιpEˆqI F ιpEˆqI n`d F Λ θ,ψ,α q, which is, in a sense, attached to θ. On the geometric side there are precisely q d liftsθ of θ to a character of r Γ{Γ 1 , each giving rise to the cuspidal inducing datum pJ F , Ξθq. Our main result is the following theorem, which states that the relation between the two families of corresponding GpF q-representations, R r θ and BH θ,ψ,α , is naturally encoded in the dual β _ of the isomorphism β : Π " Ñ r Γ{Γ 1 from Lemma 2.12.
Theorem 3.17. Letθ be a character of r Γ{Γ 1 with restriction θ to Eˆ{U
, so it suffices to show that
From Corollaries 3.6, 3.11 and Lemma 3.18 it follows that both sides are cuspidal inducing data sharing and ‚ same underlying subgroup ιpEˆqI F , ‚ same central character θ| Fˆ, ‚ same level
2 , ‚ the property that their levels are minimal among the levels of all possible twists by characters Fˆ.
We observe that when [BH06] 27.8 Proposition is applied to two cuspidal inducing data Ξ 1 , Ξ 2 sharing the same underlying subgroup J " ιpEˆqI F , then instead of assumption (c) there, it suffices to assume that trpg; Ξ 1 q " trpg; Ξ 2 q holds only for all F -minimal elements g P J with valuation of determinant equal to´2 pΞ 1 q. Indeed, the proof goes through verbatim. Now (3.11) follows from [BH06] 27.8 Proposition and Proposition 3.19.
In the above proof of the theorem we needed the following lemma.
Lemma 3.18. With notations as in the theorem, the central character of BH θ,ψ,α is θ| Fˆ, its level is m`d 2 . For any character φ of Fˆ, one has 0 ă pBH θ,ψ,α q ď pφBH θ,ψ,α q. Proof. Clear from the construction of BH θ,ψ,α .
3.8. Traces of some minimal elements. To complete the proof of Theorem 3.17 we have to show the following proposition.
Proposition 3.19. Assume that β _ pθq " pθ, ψ E,α q. For any g P ιpEˆqI n`d F with ord F pdetpgqq odd, one has trpg; Ξθq " trˆg; c´Ind
The rest of Section 3.8 is devoted to a proof of Proposition 3.19. Central characters on both sides being equal, we may multiply g by an appropriate central element and hence assume that ord F pdetpgqq " 1.
acts trivial on both sides, hence we always may regard g (and its constituents) modulo I 2pn`dq F . Again, multiplying with an appropriate central element, we may assume that
Recall the notation δ from Section 3.5. We may write
Let also j :" g 2 επ`g 1 pa 1`1`ε q.
We use these notations until the end of Section 3.8.
3.8.1. Traces on the geometric side. We use Proposition 3.5 and notation from there. We introduce also the notation :"
For a P pp{p n`d`m`1 q˚we write a " a 1 π with
Lemma 3.20. The set A g from equation (3.3) consists of exactly such a " a 1 π P pp E {p
Proof.
Below we will compute explicit formulas for t a , r a . We will see that they and hence also the trace trpg; Ξθq only depend on b mod p d E (if n ă d, it is even true that they only depend on b mod p
´1`δ E
). Note that characteristic 2 is used for that, in particular to deal with the monomials occurring in t a and containing b 2 ). Thus letting where t a is given by the formulas (3.14), (3.15) and (3.17) and r a is given by (3.16) and 3.22.
To compute t a , r a explicitly, we will consider two cases: n ě d and n ă d. Note that in contrast to what Lemma 3.20 let one guess, the case n " d shows behavior similar to n ą d. Lemma 3.24 below might be seen as an explanation for this fact. Case n ě d. Let a " πa 1 P A g . By Lemma 3.20 we may assume that a 1 " 1 mod p n E or a 1 " ε mod p n E . We only handle the first case, the second being completely analogous. By Lemma 3.20 we may write
, and
Proof. The first formula for j is straightforward, the second follows using m`1 " 2n`d. From it we deduce j " ε`πxε 2`πn b mod p n`d E , and hence
Further,
3.8.2. Traces on the induced side. Mackey formula gives:
where the sum is taken only over such y, λ, for which r y,λ gr´1 y,λ P ιpEˆqI
The following lemma is true also for the wildly ramified E{F : ith
(where y, λ are chosen to be fixed preimages in U F resp. O F ) form a set of coset representatives in I F for ιpEqI F {ιpEqI
We compute:
r y,λ gr´1 y,λ ιpπq´1 " pr y,λ ur´1 y,λ qr y,λ ιp1`πxqιpπqr´1 y,λ ιpπq´1,
We investigate the contribution of r y,λ gr´1 y,λ to the trace on the induced side. Unless r y,λ gr´1 y,λ P ιpEˆqI n`d F , this contribution is zero, so we may assume this.
Lemma 3.24. One has r y,λ gr´1 y,λ P ιpEˆqI
Proof. By normality of I
. This last is equivalent to the existence of c 0 , c 1 P O F with
Utilizing (3.18) and comparing the lower rows, we in particular must have
Comparing with the upper rows and simplifying we deduce the equations
Now assume n ě d. Taking the sum of the two equations above we deduce that y " 1 mod p n`δ 2 F . Putting this into the second equation, we deduce ∆λ` λ 2 " 0 mod p
(assuming the contrary easily leads to a contradiction). Thus we may write λ " d´1 2 λ 0 and the second equation is seen to be equivalent to λ 2 0`ε´d`1
, from which the claim follows (note that ´1 ∆ " d´1 2 ε´d´1 2 ε 0 ). The case n ă d is done similarly.
We can find a (non-canonical) decomposition r y,λ gr´1 y,λ " D¨ιpC x,y,λ qιpπq,
, C x,y,λ P U E . As seen from the explicit computation in Lemma 3.24, we may take (3.20) C x,y,λ :" c 0`π c 1 with c 0 :" ∆x`p1`∆xqpy`∆λq " 1`p1`∆xqp1`y`∆λq c 1 :" x`λp1`∆xq.
In particular, we have c 0`∆ c 1 " yp1`∆xq. We compute
We can decompose further, D " D u,y,λ D x,y,λ with D u,y,λ as in (3.19) and
Lemma 3.25. Let z " z 0`π εz 1 P p n E {p m`1 E with z 0 , z 1 P F . We have ψ E,α pzq " ψp∆pα 1 z 0`α0 z 1 qq.
Using Lemma 3.25, we compute the contribution of D x,y,λ , ψ M,ιpαq pD u,y,λ q " ψ E,α¨u1`λ u 3`∆´1 yu 3` ∆ y´1pu 2`λ pu 1`u4 q`λ 2 u 3 q`π ε ∆ pu 1`u4 q looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon ":z u,y,λ‹ ‹ ‚ .
Thus we compute
Λ θ,ψ,α pr y,λ gr´1 y,λ q " ΛpD u,y,λ D x,y,λ ιpC x,y,λ qιpπqq " ψ M,ιpαq pD u,y,λ qψ M,ιpαq pD x,y,λ qθpC x,y,λ qθpπq " ψ E,α pz x,y,λ`zu,y,λ qθpC x,y,λ qθpπq " pθ, ψ E,α qpC x,y,λ , z x,y,λ`zu,y,λ qθpπq "θpβpC x,y,λ , z x,y,λ`zu,y,λ qqθpπq, Here, β is the isomorphism from Proposition 2.12. The fourth equation is by definition of the character pθ, ψ E,α q of Π, and the fifth equation is by the assumption in Proposition 3.19. Thus to show Proposition 3.19 it suffices to show that there is a bijection of sets, (3.21) γ :
! y, λ : r y,λ gr´1 y,λ P ιpEˆqI
with A 1 g as in (3.12), such that (3.22) βpC x,y,λ , z x,y,λ`zu,y,λ q " ipt γpy,λq , r γpy,λq q.
where t a , r a are as in Section 3.8.1. Using Lemma 3.24 we may write y " # 1`π n y 1 if n ě d and y " 1 mod p n E , 1`π y 1 if n ă d, λ "
for appropriate y 1 and λ 1 . Now the appropriate bijection γ is given as follows.
‚ Let n ě d. We set γpy, λq :" πp1`π n py 1`λ1 qq. Thus b corresponds to y 1`λ1 , π δ A corresponds to y 1 , and π 1´δ B corresponds to λ 1 . Analogously γ can be defined for y " ε mod p n E . ‚ Let n ă d. We set γpy, λq :" 1`π py 1`λ1 q. Thus b corresponds to y 1`λ1 , π δ A corresponds to y 1 , and π 1´δ B corresponds to λ 1 . Now a completely straightforward (but quite lengthy) computation shows that (3.22) indeed holds with respect to this γ. This finishes the proof of Proposition 3.19.
3.9. Discussion of the relation to the Galois side. It is more than natural to ask, what the image of Rθ under the Langlands-correspondence is. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to characterize it in terms ofθ and the geometry of X m 9 w p1q. At least in the tame case, for any character χ of Eˆ, there is a character ∆ χ , the rectifier of χ, which controls the difference between the local Langlands correspondence and the two natural parametrizations BH χ Ð χ Þ Ñ Ind E{F χ of the Galois and of the automorphic side by characters various degree 2-extensions E{F , where BH χ denotes the representation attached to χ via theory of types, and Ind E{F χ denotes the induction to the Weil group of F from the Weil group of E of the character associated to χ by the local reciprocity isomorphism. The rectifier ∆ χ is then uniquely determined by LLC : BH ∆χχ Ø Ind E{F χ under the local Langlands correspondence. For GL 2 and unramified E{F , the rectifier is trivial on the units U E , and equal to p´1q on an uniformizer (in particular, it does not depend on χ). This p´1q shows up in the cohomology of the Deligne-Lusztig constructions attached to unramified tori as a q-power multiple of the Frobenius eigenvalue in the cohomology [BW16, Cha16, Iva16] .
But in the totally tamely ramified case, it is quite involved (cf.
[BH06] §34.4). In [Wei09] , Weinstein had the very nice idea to recover the rectifier in the geometry by some twists of the action on the geometric structures (see [Wei09] Section 5). It is not clear how one can achieve a similar twist of the geometric actions for the extended affine Deligne-Lusztig varieties considered in [Iva17] and here.
3.10. Remark on the tame case. First we remark that the parametrization (2.4) used in the proof of Proposition 2.5 is better adapted (than parametrization (3.2) in [Iva17] ) also in the case of a totally tamely ramified torus (i.e., if char F ą 2) -the formulae get considerably easier. Moreover, the proof of [Iva17] Theorem 4.2 can be simplified - [Iva17] Theorem 4.18 is in fact not necessary. Indeed, to prove it, it is (exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.17 in the present article) sufficient to just compare the traces of the elements lying in ιpEˆq, which have E-valuation 1. Nevertheless, [Iva17] Theorem 4.18 is also interesting in its own right, as it describes completely the restriction of the cuspidal inducing datum Ξ χ to the torus ιpEˆq.
